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Abstract
Most infinite mixture models in the current litera-
ture are based on the Dirichlet process prior. This
prior on partitions implies a very specific (a pri-
ori) distribution on cluster sizes. A slightly more
general prior known as the Pitman-Yor process
prior generalizes this to a two-parameter family.
The latter is the most general exchangeable par-
tition probability function (EPPF) as defined by
Pitman (Pitman, 2002) known to date. I want
to argue that it is desirable to have more flexi-
bility in expressing our prior beliefs over cluster
sizes. EPPFs as defined by Pitman satisfy 3 con-
ditions, exchangeability over objects, exchange-
ability over cluster-labels and consistency. In
this contribution I explore the possibility to relax
some of these conditions. In particular, I will dis-
cuss the consequences of relaxing exchangeabil-
ity over cluster-labels and consistency. In both
cases it turns out that one can formulate proper
and efficient Gibbs sampling algorithms but with
the added flexibility of having more control to de-
sign one’s prior.

1. Preliminaries

Dirichlet process mixture models (Ferguson, 1973; Black-
well & MacQueen, 1973) represent an elegant solution to
clustering data with the added benefit of inferring a sen-
sible number of clusters fully automatically. In fact, like
other non-parametric Bayesian models, the complexity of
DP mixtures models grows with the availability of more
data. This property is appropriate for many real world data
problems, where it is unrealistic to assume that the data was
sampled form a model with a finite number of parameters.
This property of growing model complexity has made the
term “infinite models” popular in machine learning.

I will use a general setup, whereX = {Xin} represents
the data matrix withi denoting the attribute index andn
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the data-item index. For clustering we also need a assign-
ment variableZ = {Zn} who’s value is the cluster label
to which data-itemn belongs. Furthermore, depending on
the likelihood model we need some parameters such as the
mean and the covariance which will be denoted byθ. How-
ever, here we will not concern ourselves with those details.
The joint model overX, Z is given by,

p(X, Z) = p(X|Z)P (Z) (1)

The first term is actually an integral over all possible pa-
rameters weighted by the prior over those parameters (e.g.
a normal-Wishart distribution for the mean and inverse co-
variance),

p(X|Z) =
∫

dθP (X|Z, θ)p(θ) (2)

For conjugate priors these integrals can indeed be per-
formed analytically.

The DP clustering algorithm is based on a Gibbs sampler
and is impressively simple (Escobar & West, 1995; Bush
& MacEachern, 1996; MacEachern & M̈uller, 1998; Neal,
2000; Green & Richardson, 2001). We cycle through the
data-items, sampling their assignment variable according
to the posterior distribution

p(Zn = k|Z¬n, X) ∝ p(Zn = k|Z¬n)×
×

∫
dθkp(Xn|Zn, θk)p(θ|Z¬n, Xk

¬n) (3)

whereXk
¬n indicates the subset of data which is currently

assigned to clusterk, taking particlen out of the sample
and where,

p(Zn|Z¬n) =
∑

k N¬n
k δzn,k + αδzn,K+1

N − 1 + α
(4)

with δi,j the delta-function which is zero everywhere ex-
cept wheni = j. The second part in eq.(3) is thus the
probability of the particle under the predictive distribution
of cluster modelk (leaving particlen out of the calcula-
tion of the posterior distribution of the parametersθ). We
will not be concerned with this term as it is the same for all
methods that we will consider in the following. Instead we
will focus on the specification of the priorp(Z).
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2. Exchangeable Partition Probability
Functions (EPPF)

The priorp(Z) for a DP is given by a variant of the Ewen’s
sampling formula,

p(N1, .., NK) =
αKΓ(α)

Γ(α + N)

K∏

i=1

(Ni − 1)! (5)

An explicit formula for the more general Pitman-Yor (PY)
process also exists (Pitman, 2002).

EPPFs are defined by Pitman to satisfy 3 fundamental prop-
erties,

1. Exchangeability over particles. This is achieved in
eq.(5) by the fact that it is expressed in terms of invari-
ants w.r.t. changing the order of the particles, namely
Ni,N andK, with Ni the number of particles in clus-
ter i, N the total number of particles andK the num-
ber of occupied clusters respectively.

2. Exchangeability over cluster labels. This is achieved
in eq.(5) by making sure the EPPF is symmetric un-
der permutations of the cluster labelsi. Instead, one
could order the cluster countsNi according to their
size and express the EPPF as a function of these or-
dered counts.

3. Consistency. A consistent EPPF follows the following
addition rule for probabilities:

p(N1, .., NK) =
K∑

i=1

p(N1 + δi,1, .., NK + δi,K)

+ p(N1, ..NK , 1) (6)

One could think of the process of creating a new
particle as a physical process, where the total prob-
ability of creating a new particle from an old state,
must be the sum of the probabilities of all pos-
sible ways to create that particle. For example,
p([1, 2]) = p([1, 2, 3])+p([1, 2], [3]) andp([1], [2]) =
p([1, 3], [2])+ p([1], [2, 3])+ p([1], [2], [3]), where the
notation e.g.[1, 2], [3] is used to denote that particle
1 and 2 are in the same cluster and particle 3 is in a
separate cluster.

An EPPF can also be derived as the limit of a finite Dirich-
let process, where we send the number of clusters (includ-
ing clusters with zero particles) to infinity. In this pro-
cedure one needs to include the proper counting factors
to make sure one makes the transition between explicit
cluster-labels to equivalence classes over cluster-labels (or
partitions) where many equivalent labelings are collapsed
on one state (Griffiths & Ghahramani, 2006). This type of

derivation enforces all three properties automatically. Ex-
changeability over particles is observed because the rep-
resentationp(Z) =

∫
dθ

∏
n p(Zn|θ)p(θ) makes this ex-

plicit. Exchangeability over cluster labels is observed be-
cause the construction is in the space of equivalence classes
over all equivalent labelings. Finally, consistency is ob-
served because for arbitraryK we have

∫
dθ

N−1∏
n=1

p(Zn|θ)p(θ) =

K∑
zN=1

∫
dθp(ZN |θ)

N−1∏
n=1

p(Zn|θ)p(θ) (7)

since
∑K

zN=1 p(ZN |θ) = 1.

3. Relaxing Conditions

The most general family of EPPFs known (to the best
of my knowledge) is given by the two-parameter family
of Pitman-Yor processes which includes the DP (Pitman,
2002). This family of priors implies certain properties on
the distribution of prior cluster sizes. More specifically,
consider an infinite, size-ordered sequence of probabilities
π1 ≥ π2, .... Define a size-biased random permutation of
this sequence by sampling indices sequentially from{πi}
without replacement, i.e. if we sampled indexj according
to {πi}, then we removeπj from the pool and normalize.
One can show that the distribution of average cluster sizes
for a DP(α) according to a size-biased ordering of the clus-
ters decays exponentially with decay rate governed byα
(Pitman, 2002),

〈ni〉 =
N

α
e−i log( 1+α

α ) (8)

For certain parameter settings of the Pitman-Yor process
the tails can be made to behave according to a power-law1.

The heavy tails of these distributions are somewhat restric-
tive and may not accurately express our prior expectation
about cluster size distributions. Hence, we study the con-
sequences of relaxing some of the conditions below.

3.1. (Not) Relaxing Particle Exchangeability

We start by defining what we mean by a partition. A par-
tition is defined to be a division of objects into clusters.
In a partition we do not care about the way the clusters
are labelled, i.e.Z1 = 1, Z2 = 1, Z3 = 2 is identical
to Z1 = 5, Z2 = 5, Z3 = 1. A better notation is to use
brackets[1, 2], [3] denotingZ1 = Z2 6= Z3.

Exchangeability over particles means that the probabil-
ity of partitions with the same “signature” is equal. A

1In fact, one can show that the asymptotic frequencies are dis-
tributed according to the stick-breaking process defined in (9).
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signature is the size ordered sequence of count vectors
N1 ≥ N2 ≥ ... ≥ NK . In our example:p([1, 2], [3]) =
p([1, 3], [2]) = p([2, 3], [1]). One can count the number
of partitions with equal signature using the definitionmj

which is the number of clusters of sizej, i.e. we have∑N
j=1 jmj =

∑K
i=1 Ni = N and

∑N
j=1 mj = K. In

terms of these, the number of partitions with signature
N1 ≥ N2 ≥ ... ≥ NK is N !QN

j=1(j!)
mj mj !

which represents

all permutations of the available particles and correcting
for over-counting the permutations among particles in the
same cluster and the exchange of all particles between two
clusters of the same size.

Exchangeability over particles is a very natural requirement
for a prior. In most cases we have no information that parti-
cle 5 is more likely to be in a big cluster, or less likely to be
in the same cluster as particle 20. The likelihood term how-
ever, isnot exchangeable over particles. Indeed, clustering
can precisely be interpreted as making the right associa-
tions between particles, and hence it can only be a property
of the prior. Relaxing it therefore seems a very bad idea; if
we allow non-exchangeable priors we will not be express-
ing our ignorance in this respect and bias our clustering
algorithm accordingly. Moreover, it is really easy to avoid
it: simply express your prior in terms of counts{Ni} only.

3.2. Relaxing Cluster Label Exchangeability

The Gibbs sampler for the DP model samples in the space
of equivalence classesover cluster labels, i.e. we consider
the space of partitions only and treat a relabelling of the
clusters as indistinguishable. This is possible because both
the prior and the likelihood terms are invariant w.r.t. per-
mutations of the cluster labels implying that cluster labels
are unidentifiable.

What will happen then, if we relax the requirement that the
prior is invariant under these cluster relabelings? Interest-
ingly, the well known relationship between stick-breaking
priors and the DP does exactly this (Sethuraman, 1994).
This relationship provides a precise expression for the lim-
iting values of relative cluster sizes according to the size-
biased ordering of clusters. This also happens to be the
ordering that one would obtain if one samples from the DP
prior according to the Chinese restaurant process.

In the stick-breaking representation we represent a prior
p(Z) by breaking a virtual stick infinitely often where the
break point is determined by drawing a beta variable with
parametersak = 1, bk = α. The length of the (say) left
remainder is denotedV1. We then break the right remain-
der again using a new beta variable and call the left of this
remainderV2 etcetera ad infinitum. The prior probabilities

of the clusters are then combined via the rule

πk = Vk

∏

j<k

(1− Vj) (9)

This construction immediately provides an opportunity to
generalize the DP, by picking arbitrary{ak, bk}. For in-
stance, the PY process is obtained byai = 1 − a and
bi = b + i× a for a ∈ [0, 1) andb > −a.

It is now not hard to derive the conditional distributions
p(Zn|Z¬n) which are needed for the Gibbs sampler, where
we have marginalized out the beta variables (Ishwaran &
James, 2001; Ishwaran & James, 2003),

p(Zn = k|Z¬n) =
a∗k

a∗k + b∗k

∏

j<k

b∗j
a∗j + b∗j

(10)

wherea∗i = ai + N¬n
i , b∗i = bi +

∑∞
j=i+1 N¬n

j and
N¬n

i =
∑

n′\n δzn′ ,i is the number of particles in clusteri.
Finally we construct the priorp(Z) by adding the particles
sequentially, (Ishwaran & James, 2003),

p(Z) = p(Z1)
N∏

n=2

p(Zn|Z1, .., Zn−1) (11)

where we have used some arbitrary ordering of the par-
ticles. Note that this prior is exchangeable over parti-
cles because it was derived by marginalizing out condi-
tionally independent beta variables, and hence the result
does not depend on the ordering of the data. However,
the prior isnot generally exchangeable over cluster labels.
This fact can be more easily seen if we choose a special
case of the above more general result whereai = γi and
bi =

∑∞
j=i+1 γi (Ishwaran & James, 2003). In that case

we haveai + bi = bi−1 resulting in,

p(Zn = k|Z¬n) =
γk + N¬n

k

γ + N − 1
γ =

∞∑

i=1

γi (12)

and we use again eq.(11) to combine this intop(Z) using
some ordering of the particles. We clearly see that the clus-
ters have different a priori probabilities to have a certain
size, where the first cluster is expected to be largest etc.
The result is that the Gibbs sampler using the above pre-
diction rule, which looks deceptively similar to the one for
the DP, willnotsample in the space of partitions, but rather
in the space of explicit cluster labels. In other words, unlike
the DP, the posterior probabilityP (Z|X) has an exponen-
tial number of modes created by permutations of cluster
labels which arenot equivalent: if we swap cluster labels
the probability of the new configuration is different. How
can we reconcile this with the fact that labels are uniden-
tifiable? The answer is that the probability of a particular
clustering of the data is the sum over all possible label-
ings of the clusters. The Gibbs sampler however is likely
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to explore only one (or perhaps a few) of those modes as-
signing a potentially biased probability to that clustering.
It is important to reiterate that the DP does not suffer from
this problem because relabeling results in equivalent prob-
abilities, so we only have to explore a single representative
mode (i.e. we sample in the space of equivalence classes or
partitions).

To drive this point home, let’s consider sampling two data
assignments, both in the same cluster. For a DP we know
from the prediction rule that the total probability of this
event is1/(1 + α). However, in the stick breaking repre-
sentation we have to sum over all labels to obtain that same
result,

P (z1 = z2) =
∞∑

i=1

P (z2 = i|z1 = i)P (z1 = i) (13)

which after some algebra can be found to be equal to1/(1+
α) as well.

To illustrate the effect of poor mixing between cluster la-
bels, we generated the symmetric dataset in figure (1). We
use a standard normal-Wishart prior centered at zero and
tuned so that most of the time two clusters best explain the
data. The central data-case should be assigned with prob-
ability 0.5 to the left or the right cluster, due to symmetry.
To test this we used a prior on cluster sizes withai = 5 and
bi = 0.1 in eq. (10). We then run the Gibbs sampler for
5000 iterations (discarding the first100 for burn-in). We
measure the average association between the central data-
case and all other data-cases, where two data-cases are as-
sociated if they have the same label. The results are shown
in Figure (2). Clearly, the prior favors association with one
cluster (right block of 25 data-cases) over the other, but due
to symmetry this should not be the case. Poor mixing be-
tween the many extra modes introduced by sampling in the
space of cluster labels instead of partitions can therefore
lead to biased estimates2

One can fix the illustrated problem by introducing ex-
tra mixing moves which swap the cluster labels and ac-
cept/reject them using Metropolis-Hastings rules. The
moves have the highest probability of swapping between
dominant modes. We have observed that this removes
the cluster bias in the above example (Porteous et al.,
2006). Note that the variational approximation in the stick-
breaking representation (Blei & Jordan, 2005) is prone to
the same phenomenon. However, the effect is usually very
small due the fact the likelihood term is much stronger than
the prior term.

Consistency can also be defined in a meaningful way for

2Note that the sampler is not “wrong” in a theoretical sense, it
just mixes poorly.
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Figure 1.The symmetric data-set to illustrate clustering bias in
the absence of mixing moves.
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Figure 2.Average association of center point to all other data-
cases for a sampler without mixing moves. Note the cluster bias.

the stick-breaking prior. We require that,

p(N1, .., N∞) =
∞∑

i=1

p(N1 + δ1,i, N2 + δ2,i, ..) (14)

where we included an infinitely large set of empty clusters
with Nk = 0. Due to the wayp(Z) is constructed using eq.
(11) consistency is trivially preserved. A similar argument
as the one around eq.(7) can also be used to show this.

In conclusion we view relaxing the exchangeability over
cluster labels as a trade-off between the convenience of
sampling in the space of equivalence classes versus the
added flexibility of designing one’s prior.

3.3. Relaxing Consistency

In the appendix of (Green & Richardson, 2001) it is briefly
mentioned that consistency may not be essential for cluster-
ing but that it is certainly a very constraining requirement
in the design of priors. As our purpose is to free ourselves
from the most constraining conditions in order to gain flex-
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ibility in constructing our priors, this seems a very promis-
ing route to that goal.

First let’s consider an example of an exchangeable prob-
ability distribution on partitions (i.e. exchangeable both
over particles and cluster labels) that does not satisfy
consistency. We’ll use the simplest possible distribu-
tion: uniform over all partitions. Because this is sim-
ply constant, it satisfies conditions 1 and 2. Assume
there are 2 particles in the system. We can thus compute
p([1, 2]) = p([1], [2]) = 1/2. When there are 3 parti-
cles we havep([1, 2, 3]) = p([1, 2], [3]) = p([1], [2, 3]) =
p([2, 3], [1]) = p([1], [2], [3]) = 1/5. Now, since
p([1, 2, 3]) + p([1, 2], [3]) = 2/5 is not equal top([1, 2]) =
1/2 we have violated consistency. A slightly more general
class of distributions over partitions which satisfies both
conditions 1 and 2 can be constructed by first sampling the
number of clustersK from some arbitraryp(K), and then
sampling the partitions in that subset uniformly at random
(this distribution was considered in (Consonni & Veronese,
1995) in a different context). This construction is in general
not consistent3 as the above example has shown4.

In the above examples we maintained exchangeability over
particles by using functions of invariants w.r.t. particle per-
mutations only (e.g. count vectors{Ni}). Exchangeability
over labels was achieved by making sure the distributions
were symmetric w.r.t. label permutations. Alternatively,
both conditions can be satisfied if we choose functions of
size-ordered count vectors,N1 ≥ N2 ≥ ... ≥ NK . The
label i in Ni in this decreasing sequence of counts should
not be confused with a cluster label. For example, if dur-
ing sampling the biggest cluster, say 4, withN1 particles
shrinks below the size of the runner up, say cluster 2 with
N2 particles, then they switch places andN1 now describes
cluster 2 whileN2 describes cluster 4. A general class of
distributions on ordered count vectors can be described as
follows:

1. Sample N1 from some discrete distribution
P1(N1; D1), where the domain isD1 = [1, .., N ].

2. At iteration 1 < i ≤ N , compute the residual re-
sourcesRi = Ri−1 − Ni−1 = N − ∑i−1

j=1 Nj .
The domain of Ni is now calculated asDi =
[1, .., min(Ri, Ni−1)]. Finally sampleNi from any
discrete distributionPi(Ni;Di) in domainDi.

3There is however a choice ofp(K) and p(Z|K) that will
result in consistency. This choice can be found in (Green &
Richardson, 2001) where the DP prior itself was decomposed in
the above manner and hence satisfies all three conditions. A sim-
ilar decomposition can presumably be found for the Pitman-Yor
process.

4The statement in (Green & Richardson, 2001) in appendix A
claiming that this distribution is consistent is therefore incorrect
(private communication with P. Green).

3. WhenNi = 1 for somei, compute the new residual
Ri+1 = Ri − 1, and setNj = 1 for j = i + 1, .., i +
Ri+1, whereK = i + Ri+1.

The distributionsPi(N ;D) are completely arbitrary within
their domain giving a large degree of flexibility in design-
ing the prior. We have experimented with a Binomial dis-
tribution5 with some fixed value for the probability of suc-
cess.

Yet another way to build priors on exchangeable partitions
is to write them as functions of the{mj} variables under
the constraint that

∑
j jmj = N . For instance, one could

choose a distribution of the form,

p(Z) ∝ exp(
N∑

j=1

αjmj) I(
N∑

j=1

jmj = N) (15)

with
∑N

j=1 mj = K andI the indicator function which is
only 1 if the condition in its argument is satisfied, and0
otherwise. The parameters are given by{αj}. This dis-
tribution is a special case of a “Gibbs partition” (Pitman,
2002). One could introduce interactions betweenmj vari-
ables by defining a pairwise Markov random field or even
more generally, a general random field model with features
φ({mj}). The normalization of this distribution is clearly
very hard to compute, certainly given the constraint. How-
ever, all we need for Gibbs sampling is to compute the un-
normalized probabilities for all possible ways to re-assign
particlen, and then to normalize over these possibilities.

We can get interesting behavior for the general parameteri-
zation,

αj = a + b log Γ(j + c) (16)

wherec seems to have an important effect on the distri-
bution over the (size-biased) cluster sizes. Note that for
αj = log α + log Γ(j) we return to the DP(α) prior.

The above constructions are just two examples of many
possible ways to design priors over partitions. I leave the
exploration of new priors for future research. The main
point I want to make is that a whole range of possibilities
opens up by dropping the consistency requirement.

The efficiency of Gibbs sampling is hardly affected by the
violation of consistency, provided that it is reasonably ef-
ficient to compute the (unnormalized) probability of any
stateN1, ..., NK . The procedure is very similar to that of a
regular DP. First take particlen out of the system (cycling
over all particles) and reassign it in all possible ways. Since
we sample in the space of partitions, we have again the
choice to join an existing cluster or to create a new cluster.

5Note that we do not allowN = 0 so we change the Binomial
slightly.
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For all these possibilities compute the (possibly unnormal-
ized) probabilityp(N1, N2, ..) anddivide by the number of
partitions described by the same signature,

p(Z) =
∏N

i=1(i!)
mimi!

N !
p({Ni}) (17)

wheremj is again the number if clusters of sizej. Here we
interpretZ as living in the space of partitions. For exam-
ple, with 3 particles, there are 3 partitions with signature
N1 = 2, N2 = 1. Finally, given these probabilities for
reassignments, we sample one of these possibilities. Note
that through the reassignment of particlen the order of the
Ni may swap.

What did we loose when we gave up consistency? Firstly,
we are no longer able to describe the process of sampling
from the prior using a Chinese restaurant or other culinary
metaphor, i.e. through an exchangeable prediction rule.
This is perhaps less elegant, but since the Gibbs sampler
does not suffer much in terms of efficiency it seems no rea-
son to avoid inconsistent priors.

There is a second, perhaps more philosophical argument to
dislike inconsistency. When we propose a prior for clus-
tering, we probably pick our prior without considering ex-
actly how many particles are in the dataset we need to clus-
ter. However, imagine we start with a dataset of sizeN
and cluster it using our inconsistent prior. Someone comes
along and requests to redo the clustering but now on a sub-
set of the original dataset of sizeM < N . If we use the
same (inconsistent) prior, but now replacingN with M we
are reasoning inconsistently. One can compute the prob-
ability of partitions forM particles from the distribution
for N particles by removingN −M particles uniformly at
random. The resulting distribution will not match the dis-
tribution where we replaceN with M in the original prior
unless it is consistent. Hence, we are forced to defend the
statement that we choose this particular prior especially for
this dataset of sizeN . Clearly, we are free to choose any
prior, but philosophically speaking it is a hard case to sell.
The situation may become less unsatisfactory when we al-
low ourselves to learn some parameters of the prior from
the data, which will now depend onN . In practice, I see
no reason to avoid inconsistent priors as long as one makes
sure the prior of choice makes sense for the amount of data
in the dataset under consideration.

4. Pre-Learning

In this section I describe a way to learn a prior before
one observes data. We’ll use the general form proposed
in (15). We specify our prior knowledge through a num-
ber of sufficient statistics, such asE[mj ] ∀j subject to∑

j jE[mj ] = N , and train a maximum entropy model.
Maximum entropy models are attractive because they as-

sume as little as possible about the other properties of the
distribution but do satisfy the marginal constraints. Our
task is to learn the parameters of the modelαj which take
the role of Lagrange multipliers in the maximum entropy
setting. Note that the constraint

∑
j jmj = N couples all

mj variables together, so it is unlikely that we can express
αj as an analytic expression of{mj}.
We have adopted a very simple yet effective approach to
obtain values for the parameters. We simply run the Gibbs
sampler and interrupt it periodically to update the parame-
ters according to

αj ← αj + η(m̄j − E[mj ]) (18)

whereη is a step-size,̄mj is the prior expected value for
this statistic (i.e. it is supplied by the modeler) andE[mj ]
is the average ofmj collected from the Gibbs sampler. This
approach is sound as long as the change in the distribution
through these parameter updates is slow compared to the
convergence time of the Gibbs sampler.

In figure (4) we show a few histograms of averagemj val-
ues that were used to train a maximum entropy model to-
gether with the histogram obtained from a sampler with
the learned model. We note that for a uniform distribution
(third column) the variance ofmj must necessarily be very
high because the probability of a single cluster containing
all objects must be as high as the probability ofN separate
clusters. This seems to have affected the results.

5. Discussion

We have discussed methods to design priors for the prob-
lem of clusteringN particles. The first method is based on
relaxing the requirement that the prior should be exchange-
able over cluster relabeling. This indeed results in a much
more general class of priors but with the disadvantage that
the Gibbs sampler operates in the space of explicit cluster
labels and not in the much to be preferred space of parti-
tions. It has gone unnoticed in the literature that this may
in fact result in a mild clustering bias. The second method
is based on relaxing the requirement of consistency. In this
case we seem to loose the ability to describe probabilities
using a type of Chinese restaurant metaphor. This is un-
fortunate, but in no way restrictive for running an efficient
Gibbs sampler. The upside is that we have gained enor-
mous flexibility in designing our priors. We have described
one method to generate priors over partitions, but we feel
many more are possible. In particular we are studying the
usefulness of Gibbs partitions in this respect.

The Gibbs sampler proposed in this paper is only one possi-
ble way to sample from the posterior. In particular it seems
straightforward to include cluster merge and split moves
into the sampler, resulting in a hybrid Gibbs-reversible
jump sampler.
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Figure 3.Top row: 3 examples of input distributions overmj variables (N = 20.) Middle row: Learned parameter valuesαj (learning
rateη = 0.1, 500 parameter updates,10 samples per update,100 iterations burn-in.) Bottom row: average histogram formj variables
from a Gibbs sampler with learnedαj variables (average over1000 samples sub-sampled from10, 000 Gibbs samples, first100 samples
discarded.)

We like to emphasize that placing a prior directly on par-
titions is as much an “infinite model” as a model that was
obtained by explicitly taking the limit of finite distribution
to infinity. There is an interesting analogy in kernel meth-
ods where one can take the limit of the number of features
to infinity or directly work with kernel matrices of particles.

By the same reasoning we can also extend these ideas to
processes on other combinatorial structures such as the
“Indian Buffet Process” on binary matrices (Griffiths &
Ghahramani, 2006). We have been able to construct flexi-
ble priors which are exchangeable over both particles and
feature labels by requiring them to be functions of invari-
ants such as (i) the number of particles with exactlyj fea-
tures and (ii) the number of features with exactlyi parti-
cles. Moreover, reasonably efficient MCMC samplers can
be constructed for these more general distributions as well.

In conclusion, I like to challenge the view that priors for
infinite mixture models should be either based on DP or
Pitman-Yor processes. By relaxing some conditions we can
gain flexibility in the design of our priors.
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